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A software module feasibility study has been completed for the Mission
 
Control Center (MCC) Abort Region Determinator (ARD) processor.
 
This study addresses the feasibility of the basic ARD module function
 
insupport of single-failure launch aborts. The analysis here is
 
generally restricted to the ARD Module independent of other MCC processors
 
and- interfaces. A complete study would also encompass ARD module
 
function in an integrated MCC environment for both single-failure
 
and multiple-failure aborts. Such an integrated scheme feasibility
 
study will be 6onducted as a follow-on to this analysis.
 
This 	study provides a detailed performance evaluation of the present ARD
 
module design in support of OFT-i ascent and OFT-1 intact launch aborts..
 
The evaluation method used is to comparaARD results against results
 
obtained using the full-up Space Vehicle Dynamic Simulations (SVDS)
 
program under the same conditions. Results are-presented for each of
 
the three major ARD math models (the Ascent Numerical Integrator, the
 
Mass 	Model, and the-Second Stage Predicator) as well as the total ARD
 
module. These results demonstrate that the baselined ARD module
 
meets all design objectives for MCC OFT launch/abort support.
 
In addition, this study does explore one aspect of ARD module function
 
in an integrated MCC environment. The study includes an analysis
 
of the ARD/Special-MPS-processor MCC interface and the adequacy of
 
this 	interface for off-nominal conditions. While this is,strictly
 
speaking, an integrated scheme feasibility consideration, this question
 
is judged to be of fundamental importance and is included in this report.
 
As an additional feature, this study.also addresses the adequacy
 
of baselined ARD MCC displays. InMCC application the results of
 
ARD-processing will be used to update a digital CRT display on the
 
flight dynamics consoles at six-second intervals. To facilitate
 
evaluation of the ARD digital display design, ARD results are pre­
sented in this study exactly as they will appear inthe MCC for nominal
 
ascent and four launch abort scenarios. These results provide a
 








The Flight Analysis Branch (FAB) of the Mission Planning and Analysis
 
Division (MPAD) at Johnson Space Center (JSC) is responsible for
 
defining software formulation requirements for the Mission Control
 
Center launch/abort processors that will be used to support Shuttle
 
ascent operations. MPAD is also responsible for developing mission
 
techniques and procedures required in the application of these processors
 
by mission controllers in the MCC.
 
The Abort Region Determinator is the launch/abort monitor that will
 
be used in the Mission Control Center to support Shuttle ascent operations.
 
McDonnell Douglas Technical Services Company (MDTSCO) is charged
 
with the MPAD development responsibilities for this MCC processor.
 
This task is part of the Space Shuttle Engineering Operations Support
 
Contract and is being conducted under'the direction of Morris V. Jenkins,
 
MPAD FAB Branch Chief.
 
Based on the level A requirements of reference 1 and the Flight
 
Operations Directorate (FOD) statement of requirements (reference
 
2), initial formulation requirements for the ARD were'developed
 
and baselined in references 3 and 4. These requirements have
 
been revised to date by two formal requirements changedocuments
 
as a result of bench program development and ARD feasibility studies
 
(references 5 and 6). First generic techniques and procedures for ARD
 
application have been provided in reference 7. Currently, ARD
 
task emphasis is shifting from the software requirements definition
 
phase to review, testing and verification of the software for the
 




published that defines a procedure for verification of MCC software
 
using the ARD bench program developed by MDTSCO and Lockheed Software
 
Development Branch personnel. A trajectory test data base (references
 
9, 10, and 11) has also been established for use inthis MCC software
 
verification effort. Detailed MCC software implementation plans
 




This study utilizes an ARD bench program as developed to 1 October
 
1977 (October 1977 ARD Milestone). This milestone includes all ARD
 
bench-program-development change request (CR) items approved to 1
 
October 1977 by the level B requirements review board (BRR) (reference
 
12). The milestone also include a baselined thlrd-order analytic
 
predictor improvement CR item approved by the BRR on 17 October 1977.
 
The study also utilizes Milestone 3.7 of the SVDS program presently
 
under development by Software Development Branch.- The OFT-1 no-roll
 
trajectories generated with this program are generally consistent
 




3.0 	 ARD MODULE FEASIBILITY-APPROACH AND ANALYSIS
 
ARD detailed formulation requirements have been.implemented in a
 
bench program simulation of ARD MCC software. In order to verify
 
the feasibility of this formulation, the ARD bench program was run
 
in simulated suppot 6f the following launch and launch/abort trajec­
tories:
 
1) Nominal OFT-1 ascent from liftoff to MECO for mean April winds;
 
2) Nominal no-wind OFT-1 liftoff to MECO ascent;
 
3) AOA abort of the mean-wind OFT-1 ascent with center SSME failure
 
at 213 seconds and abort enactment at 233 seconds after liftoff;
 
4) ATO abort of the no-wind OFT-i ascent with center SSME but at
 
245 and abort enactment at 265 seconds-after liftoff;
 
5) RTLS abort of the mean-wind OFT-1 ascent with center SSME failure
 
at liftoff and abort enactment at 126 seconds after liftoff;
 
6) Mission completion of the mean-wind OFT-1 ascent following partial
 
loss of center SSME thrust at 66 seconds after liftoff..
 
The approach in each of these simulations was to run the ARD bench
 
program on a simulated telemetry (TLM) state vector file generated'
 
with the SVDS program. ARD/flight controller interfaces were simulated
 
to approximate ARD MED and PBI control action that will be experienced
 
in the MCC. For each trajectory, ARD results were then compared
 
with results from the SVDS. This comparison provides for each case
 
a detailed measure of ARD accuracy and ARD module support feasibility.
 
This section presents the results of the feasibility analysis for
 
each of these trajectories. In each case ARD support is.presented
 
graphically as well as in terms of the flight controller's digital
 
display. The ARD-support graphs demonstrate clearly the trends and
 
characteristics of the ARD for the varioussupport situations. 
Such
 
graphs have been proposed by MDTSCO for MPAD flight dynamics SRR support
 
and are currently being considered for MCC display. The digital
 
displays of the figures that follow provide ARDresults exactly as
 
they will appear on the MCC consoles during ascent (see Reference
 
15). 
 This display is presently the primary ARD flight controller
 
tool and gives the granularity and ARD control parameters required
 
for ARD support. A close.scrutiny of the figures of this section,
 
however, confirms that the digital display does not readily identify
 
.some important trends and characteristics of ARD support. (Note
 
that displays are provided at selected points only. 
In the MCC,
 
ARD displays will be updated at the end of each 6-second interval
 
throughout ascent. Additional displays are available on 
request.)
 
Detailed accuracy study results are also presented for each of the
 
three major ARD math models.
 
The developmental 
status of the computer simulations used must be
 
considered in reviewing the results of this section. 
 Inthe MCC,
 
margins for other abort modes will 
not be displayed once an abort
 
mode PBI has been selected. 
 The ARD bench program does not simulate
 
this function and margins for the other modes 
are displayed in this
 
section even after mode selection. 
These margins shold be disregarded.
 
There is also an unresolved-problem with the bench program display
 
of the RCS DELV (see Reference 15). This display slot should also
 
be disregarded. 
These items are due to the immaturity of the bench
 




Note also that the SVDS program used has no model of the MECO standard-

SSME shutdown procedure. This means that MECO results obtained with
 
this program are somewhat optimistic. Real MECO velocity margins
 
will be up to 5 feet per second less than those presented here.
 
And actual MECO times will be 1 to 5 seconds later than those of
 
this section. This inaccuracy does not compromise the validity of
 
the ARD/SVDS comparison. Infact, the ideal MECO times of this program
 
allow a direct comparison of ARD-predicted and SVDS-actual times
 




3.1 ARD Nominal Ascent Support
 
ARD nominal ascent support feasibility is assessed in this section
 
for both mean April winds and a no-wind OFT-1 ascent trajectory.
 
The mean-wind trajectory is representative of adtual OFT-1 ARD support.
 
The no-wind trajectory is required for detailed ARD math model accuracy
 
analysis and provides a measure of the effect of winds of the day
 
on ARD margin predictions.
 
Figures 1.1 and 1.2 provide a complete graphical summary of ARD support
 
for mean-wind OFT-I ascent. This information is also presented in
 
.digital display format in figure 1.3. Since this trajectory is consist­
ent with reference 14, basic ARD feasibility for this case is assessed
 
by comparing these results with the data of reference 14. Table
 
1 provides this comparison and illustrates the capability of the
 
ARD to define abort boundaries for OFT-I. Note in all cases the
 
good agreement of ARD bench program results and-the independently­
derived SVDS results of reference 14.- Also note the comparison of
 
ARD predicted nominal margins versus the SVDS results.
 




1) the effect of using a wind-biased first-stage body axis command
 
.table in the no-wind ARD fi-st-stage integrator is indicated
 
by the difference in-the AM margins for liftoff versus the
 




2) AM margins for nominal, ATO and AOA are identical since abort
 
and nominal targets are the same and since no pre-MECO OMS/RCS
 
burns are scheduled in3-SSME aborts for OFT-i;
 
3) The effect of the OFT-1 throttle bucket is apparent inthe
 
HM margins between 35 and 65 seconds after liftoff;
 
4) The mission completion design of the ATO pre-MECO OMS/RCS
 
burns is reflected inthe ATO margins after 250 seconds.
 
Thesetrends are evident in all of the figures of the appendix.
 
Figures 1.4-1.6 summarize ARD support for no-wind OFT-i. Since the
 
ARD is predicated on a no-wind ascent model, this trajectory affords
 
the best opportunity for detailed comparison of the ARD against SVDS
 
from liftoff to MECO. Table 2 presents such a comparison for a wide
 
range of points selected from figures 1.4-1.6. Tables 3-5 provide
 
a similar assessement of the performance of the major ARD component
 
math models vs. the corresponding models of SVDS.
 
A comparison of the ARD results for the mean-wind ascent versus the
 
no-wind ascent identifies one area of inaccuracy in the present ARD
 
implementation. Present plans are now to use the onboard wind-biased
 
first-stage guidance commands inthe ARD -for OFT support. Figure
 
1.1 and Table 1 clearly demonstrate the inaccuracy associated with
 
use of wind biased commands inthe no-wind ARD. Figure 1.4 illustrates
 




3.2 ARD Mission Completion Support
 
In addition to its primary task of providing abort region predictions
 
in abort situations, the ARD isfirst required to identify the situations
 
in which an abort is required. This section addresses the capability
 
of the present baseline to perform this task.
 
Figures 2.1-2.3 summarize ARD support for an SSME-partial-loss-of­
thrust failure occurring during the throttle-up portion of the OFT­
1 throttle bucket. Inthis simulation, SSME-1 locked at 76% throttle
 
66 seconds after -liftoff and remained at that level throughout ascent
 
to MECO. All other aspects of this trajectory are identical to the
 
mean-wind nominal ascent of section 3.1. 'Note that three applications
 
of the ET fuel adjustment MED were required here to match ARD mass
 
track results with those of the spline interpolators of SVDS. Figure
 
2.1 illustrates the affect of these MED's.
 
Table 6 summarizes ARD performance for this scenario. Immediately
 
following the failure, the first question facing the flight team
 
is whether an abort situation exists. For this situation the ARD
 
margins of the figures indicate that it does not (i.e., no abort
 
action is required). SVDS results in table 6 confirm the validity
 
of the ARD prediction.
 
Figures 2.1-2.3 illustrate the capablity of the ARD to-predict
 
significant shifts in the abort regions. By comparing the HM 2-SSME
 
boundaries of these figures with those of figures 1.1-1.3 (see table
 
6) the effect of the SSME-lock failure on 2-SSME abort posture is
 
apparent. Note that while the downrange abort boundaries have been
 
significantly perturbed, the region of RTLS capability remains rela­
tively unaffected. ARD capability to predict this shift in the mode
 
boundaries is very important here, since for hydraulic-lock-induced
 
failures it is likely that the sick engine will fail entirely 1-2
 




3.3 ARD Abort-to-Orbit (AfO) Abort Support
 
This section details ARD capability to predict valid ATO abort regions
 
and support a.selected ATO abort. Figures 3.1-3.3 summarize ARD
 
support for a typical ATO OFT-1 launch abort situation. In this
 
case complete loss of center SSME thrust was experienced 245 seconds
 
into a no-wind OFT-1 ascent. Following a 20 second abort decision
 
delay, an ATO abort was enacted and completed. .The ARD digital displays
 
in Figure 3.3 are provided from the time of the failure. Displays
 
prior to this time are identical to those of Figure 1.6.
 
Table 7 sunarizes ARD performance in support of this launch abort.
 
The agreement of ARD ATO abort predictions and SVDS results-here
 
confirms ARD feasibility for this case.
 
There are several features of figure 3.1 that should be observed:
 
1) -Margins for this case are identical to the no-wind ascent margins
 
of section 3.1 up to the time of engine failure;
 
2) -ARD response to the center-SSME-out PBI is apparent in the
 
AM at 245 seconds;
 
3) ARD auto-safing is confirmed on figure 3.3 at 245 seconds;
 
4) AM and HM reconfiguration following-engine-out PBI is confirm­
ed since AM & HM margins are identical following the failure;
 
5) The validity of HM application is confirmed by comparing HM
 
margins just prior to the failure to the final result.
 






3.4 ARD Abort Once Around (AOA) Abort Support
 
ARD module feasibility for AOA abort region definition and AOA abort
 
support is assessed in this section. The failure simulated here
 
is complete loss of center SSME thrust at 213 seconds after liftoff.
 
Following a 20-second delay, an AOA abort is enacted and completed.
 
Figures 4.1-4.3 provide a summary of ARD support for this case.
 
Table 8 summarizes ARD performance in support of this abort. Note
 
that digital display information'in Figure 4.3 starts at time of
 






3.5 	 ARD Return to Launch Site RTLS Abort Support
 
The ARD was run in simulated support of a worst-case-type RTLS abort.
 
The trajectory simulated was for complete loss of center SSME thrust
 
at liftoff withRTLS selected at the beginning of second stage ascent.
 
Figures 5.1-5.3 detail ARD support for this case. Note that this
 








1) Start of RTLS pitcharound is clearly reflected in both the
 
AM and HM at 411 seconds;
 
2) 	The difference in AM and HM margins reflects the difference
 
in flyback capability with presentthrottles C 96%) versus
 
ultimate capability with maximum performance (109%);
 
3) 	The conservative onboard and ground RTLS turnaround extrapolation
 
algorithm as evidenced in the HM between 411 and 423 seconds;
 
(4)The effect of the SSME-lock MED adjusting throttles from 100%
 
to 95% is apparent in AM between 417 and 423 seconds.
 




) ARD/Special-Main Propuision System (MPS)-Processor Interface Feasibility
 
The ARD functions based on the mass properties computations (i.e.,
 
total weight, MPS fuel remaining, OMS/RCS fuel remaining) of the
 
ARD nominal mass track. The mass track assumes nominal main-engine
 
performance based on input throttle settings. There are no provisions
 
in the mass track for off-nominal performance or engine-to-engine
 
performance dispersions for a given throttle setting. Moreover,
 
with the present ARD control design, the flight team has no way of
 
adjusting the mass track for the small throttle fluctuations about
 
the nominal value that are considered likely to occur.
 
To account for these off-nominal performance conditions, a comparison
 
interface has been established between the ARD and a special MPS
 
processor. This processor computes mass properties based on detailed
 
propulsion system status information (chamber pressures, temperatures,
 
.flow rates, etc.) downlinked via telemetry andoisuintended.to provide
 
an accurate comparison base for other MCC processors. Detailed require­
ments for this processor are given in reference 16. The established
 
interface presently pro.vides for the flight controller to maintain
 
an accurate ARD mass track by-periodic MED adjustments based on the
 
output of this MPS processor.
 
A study was undertaken to evaluate the validity of this MCC interface.
 
Based on the anticipated accuracy of the special MPS processor comput­
ations (reference 17) a set of worst-case special MPS processor errors
 
were generated for OFT-I. These errors are summarized in figure
 
6.1. ARD support was then simulated for no-wind OFT-1 ascent using
 




APD/special-MPS-processor interface. Figure 6.2 and 6.3 summarize
 
ARD support for this case. By comparing the results of figures 6.2
 
and 6.3 to the nominal results of figures 1.4 and 1.5, worst-case
 
ARD errors resulting from the worst-case special MPS processor errors
 
were derived. (Nbte that this study was conducted for second stage
 
ascent only. The first stage was judged to be very insensitive to
 
weight errors. The results obtained confirm this assessment.)
 
Figure 6.4 presents these results for both positive and negative
 
worst-case errors. From this figure it is apparent that while the
 
ARD is very insensitive to special MPS processor errors early in
 
ascent, it becomes progressively more sensitive as ascent progresses.
 
In view of the magnitudeof the OFT-1 FPR (roughly 260 fps), in fact,
 
the errors near MECO must be regarded as totally unacceptable. (Note
 
in figure 6.4 the error-damping effect of the ARD constant acceleration
 
mass track after 460 seconds.) These errors are particularly serious
 
in view of curren proposals for ARD to support intact contingency (i.e.,
 
multiple SSME-out) aborts near MECO.
 
There are a number of alternative solutions to this difficulty.
 
In order to provide an indication of the improvement possible, com­
parable worst-case mass properties errors were assessed for one of
 
these. The alternative investigated is the simple sensed-thrust­
velocity algorithm presented in reference 18. This algorithm is
 
only valid for exoatmospheric flight. Therefore, for this evaluation
 
it was assumed that the present special MPS processor was used until
 
SRB staging. The sensed-thrust-velobity algorithm was then used
 




input weight error-to the algorithm is infact, a conservative 1000
 
pounds worse that the observed MPS processor error.). Figure 6.5
 
presents worst-case weight errors using this algorithm versus those
 
of the present special MPS processor. Now the sensed-acceleration
 
algorithm errors of this figure are somewhat over-optimistic. There
 
is a 3800 pound uncertainty in the dry weight of the vehicle that
 
defines a lower limit on achievable weight uncertainties. Also
 
there may be, depending on the implementation, errors associated
 
with the sensed-velocity input to the algorithm in the MCC, but
 
even with these considerations, the errors of Figure 6.5 offer a
 
significant improvement over the present scheme. Based on these
 
errors, it is judged that there are alternative comparison bases
 






5.0 Conclusions and Recommendations
 
This paper demonstrates the basic feasibility of the baselined ARD
 
formulation inMCC support of shuttle OFT ascents and intact launch
 
aborts. ARD OFT-I design characteristics identified inthis analysis
 
are summarized inTable 10. The only significant module discrepancy
 
identified by this analysis isthe useage of wind-biased first stage
 
guidance commands inthe no-wind first stage ARD model. While the
 
present baseline is in full compliance with Level A and B ARD design
 
requirements, these studies indicate that the wind-biased command
 
set may not be the best one for ARD application. Itappears that
 
a no-wind profile might provide better ARD first stage predictions..
 
There ispresently, however, no source of such a profile, since MPAD
 
ascent design isonly being conducted for ascents With winds. Moreover,
 
ARD inaccuracies due to this effect are only significant for the
 
first one to one-and-one-half minutes of ascent- It is-recommended
 
that this issue be addressed by MPAD and an MPAD position determined
 
at the earliest possible date.
 
The figures of this document illustrate the limitations of the present
 
ARD digital display inreadily identifying important ARD characteristics
 
and trends. The figures also demonstrate the utility of ARD margin
 
history plots in readily identifying such trends. While these plots
 
are of interest to the flight team as.a whole, they are judged to
 
be essential for MPAD flight dynamics SSR support of ARD applications.
 




implementation inthe MCC common display system. It is recommended
 




This document also identifies significant problems with one of the
 
planned ARD external interfaces inthe MCC. The special MPS processor
 
as presently formulated by FOD appears inadequate for use as an ARD
 
mass track comparison base. It isrecommended that alternatives
 
be evaluated by FOD and either the special MPS processor be revised
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TABLE (1): ARD Module Performance for Mean Wind OFT-1
 
la) Abort Mode Boundary Prediction
 
Hypothetical Mode Mode Difference
 
Abort Boundary Boundary ARD-*RFP
 
Type ARD *RFP Sec
 
ADA 211 213. -2.
 
ATO 245. 245. 0.
 
MC 295. 300. -5.
 
RTLS 291. ** 290. 1. 
*RFP - Values.lisfed in the Ascent Reference Flight Profile for OFT-i;
 
March 7, 1977; JSC Internal Note No. 77-FM-14
 
** - RFP consistent.results for 12 degree/second pitch rate from 
Reference 14 


































* RFP margin from Reference 13 is 11205 lbs or 546 feet per second 
TABLE (2): ARD MODULE PERFORMANCE FOR NO WIND OFT-1
 




























0.0 607.7 647.2 -39.5 523.4 522.9 .5 
49.0 634.9 647.2 -12.3 522.1 522.9 .2 
98.0 673.6 647.2 26.4 522.7 522.9 -0.2 
126.7 684.5 647'.2 37.3 522.6 522.9 -0.3 
152.7 671.8 647.2 24.6 522.7 522.9 -0.2 
200.7 662.4 647.2 15.2 522.7 522.9 -0.2 
213.0 659.8 647.2 12.6 522.8 522.9 -0.1 
243.0 655.9 647.2 8.7 522.9 522.9 0.0 
249.0 655.8 647.2 8.6 522.9 522.9 0.0 
297.0 653.3 647.2 6.1 522.9 522.9 0.0 
351.0. 653.6 647.2' 6.4 522.9 522.9 0.0 
369.0 654.5 647.2 7.3 522.9 522.9 0.0 
399.0 648.8 647.2 1.62 523.0 522.9 0.1 
417.0 656.3 647.2 9.1 522.9 522.9 0.0 
453.0 656.3 647.2 9.1 522.9 522.9 0.0 
519.0 640.4 647.2 -6.8 523.0 522.9 0.1 
TABLE (2): ARD MODULE PERFORMANCE FOR NO WIND OFT-I (CONTINUED),
 























































TABLE (3): ARD Second Stage Predictor Accuracy
 
P.E.T ARD Predicted *Error SEC
 






















* SVDS results: TMECO=522.94 
































































-3.6 4244.4 .5 











































































W lbs 1499227 1499244 17.0 1499243 16.0 1499377.6 150.6 1499319.5 92.5 1499318.1 91.1 1499316.7 89.7 
ET lbs 
FUEL - 1204422.1 1204439. 16:9 1204437.8 15.7 1204572.6 150.5 1204514.5 92.4 1204513.1' 91.0 1204511.7 89.6 
NOMVAM fps 647.2 607.7 
-40.0 614.8 
-32.4 635.0 
-12.2 655.0- 7.8 673.6 26.4 691.6 44.4 
0 
TABLE (5): ARD Mass Track Accuracy
 






































































































































































NOMINAL ERROR MECO MECO ERROR
 
PET MARGIN SVDS (ARD-SDVS) TIME ARD SVDS ARD-SDVS
 
-SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC SEC SEC SEC
 
74.0 136.3 143.4 -7.1 562.5, 561.7 .08
 
152.7 '157.3 143.4 13.9 561.8 561.7 .1
 
200.7 172.1 143.4 28.7' 561.5 561.7 :.2
 
248.7 172.5 143.4 29.1 561.6 561.7 -.1
 
303.0 163.9 143.4 20.5 561V6 561.7 -.1
 
399.0 155.8 143.4 12.4 561.6 561.7 -.1
 
453.0 152.4 143.4 9.0 561.7 561.7 .0
 
501.0 123.61 143.4 -19.8 561.7 561.7 .0
 
549.0 122.7 143.4 -20.7 561.7 561.7 .0
 
561.0 111.1 143.4 -32.3 561.9 561.7 .2
 
6b) ARD-Predicted Mode Boundary Shift
 
ABORTI BOUNDARY *RFP BOUNDARY
 






ADA 283 213 70
 
ATO 426 245 181
 
MC 426 300 126
 
RTLS 309 290 -19
 
* Reference 13 
OFIGflT ?AGB lB
 
TABLE (7): ARD Module Performance for ATO Abort of No-Wind OFT-1
 
ARD ARD ACTUAL 
ARD ATO SVDS ERROR PREDICTED MECO ERROR 
PET MARGIN RESULT ARD-SDVS TIME SVDS ARD-SDVS 
SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC SEC SEC SEC 
249.6 167.5 152.1 15.3 - 617.8 
255.0 164.5 152.1 12.4 - 617.8 -
261.0 163.3 152.1 11.2 618.8 617.8 1.0. 
267.0 158.3 152.1 6.2 618.8 617.8 1.0 
273.0 128.4 152.1 -23.7 618.0 617.8 .2 
303.0 126.6 152.1 -25.4 618.0 617.8 .2 
327.0 124.6 152.1 -27.5 618.0 617.8 .2 
351.0 125.5 152.1 -26.6 618.0 617.8 .2 
399.0 123.3 152.1 -28.8 617.4 617.8 -.4 
453.0 128.5 152.1 -23.6 617.9 617.8 .1 
501. 134.5 152.1 -17.6 617.8 617.8 0.0 
549. 145.4 152.1 -6.7 617.8 617.8 0.0 
615. 150.2 152.1 -1.9 617.8. 617.8 0.0 
TABLE (8): ARD Module Performance for AQA Abort of Mean-Wind OFT-1
 
ARD 
PREDICTED ACTUAL ERROR 
ARD AOA SVDS ERROR MECO MECO MECO 
PET MARGIN RESULT ARD-SDVS TIME SVDS ARD-SDVS 
SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC SEC SEC SEC 
237.0 4.0 42.9 -38.9 632.1 631.4 .7 
243.0 6.7 42.9 -36.2 632.1 " 631.4 .7 
273.0 3.8 42.9 -39.1 631.7 631.4 .3 
303.0 9.5 42.9 -33.4 631.7 631.4 .3 
.351.0 19.2 42.9 -23.0 631.6 631.4 .2 
399.0 23.7 42.9 -19.2 631.5 631.4 .1 
447.0 29.9 42.9 -13.0 631.6 631.4 .2 
519. 34.0 42.9 -8.9 631.5 631;4 .1 
TABLE (9): ARD Module Performance For RTLS'Abort of Mean-Wind OFT-i
 
ARD RTLS SVDS ERROR
 
PET MARGIN RESULT (ARD-SVDS)
 
SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC
 
459 370* 298 72*
 
507 317 298 19
 
555 301 298 3
 
603 303 298 5
 
651 303 298 5
 
705 298 298 0
 
* Reflects vehicle performance if 96% throttle had been maintained from 
end of turn to start of powered pitchdown. Ground and onboard throttle
 
were adjusted to 95% throttle at 505 seconds.
 
TABLE (10): ARD Characteristics Table
 
PARAMETER PARAMETER DESCRIPTION 	 VALUE
 




MATOHM 	 ATO 2-SSME HM margin slope at mode 8.91 ft/s 2­
boundry
 
MAOAHM 	 AOA2-SSME HM margin 11.14 ft/s2
 
MQTLSHM RTLS margin slope at mode boundary 103.16 ft/s
2
 
VNMAND Non-dispersed second stage nominal
 
MERMN AM margin for mean first stage winds 546.0 ft/sec
 
v M nsNon-dispersed nominal AM margin for no 684.5 ft/sec
NO winds 
NV/'M 	 Liftoff nominal. 2-SSME HM margin -2799.2 ft/s
 
ATLq 	 Liftoff ATO 2-SSME HM margin - -2486.5 ft/s 




RTOHM 	 Liftoff RTLS 2-SSME HM margin 12203.d ft/s 
DEVOA 	 Early AQA abort enactment delay penalty -.55 ft/sec
 
7292 ft/sec
AA target switch velocity
'Y9CH 

oI. ATO target switch velocity 9230. ft/sec
 
FPR. Mission FPR not considered in ARD margins 262.1 ft/sec
 
TOLERANCE ARD module worst case margin uncertainty 40 ft/sec
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FIGURE 1.1: Mean-Wind OFT-i Ascent - ARD Downrange Margin Histories, 
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gIGURE 1:2: Mean-Wind OFT-I Ascent - ARD RTLS Margin Histories 




58.0 SELECTED SOURCETLM GMT L/045000.0
I 
ACTUAL MODE I HYPOTHETICAL MODE 
------------------------------------------------------
THROTTLES I THROTTLES , 
.f0 ABORT I 
C R SEL I'. . ' 
____ 
ARD .63 .63 .63 I HYPOTHETICAL .00 1.09 1.09 
VEL MARGINS I VEL MARGINS 
-R-GON-t+PROP-XOM - r-U-M--I--R-E--I-ON---MPROP-r---XOMS 
NOM.- ,-..j
NON g00o37- .OO.00 ',1 NON- -2317.80'.,, .0O 
SUM. 
,00 " '., ,'.. -""- .. 
-.... -­S-52 -A 1-S-28-3+,-8"1--L-I- R-T-L-S---1-9+38.r3 7- -­i19-3 -3 ...... ' --
AOA 400.55 .00 .00 II AOA -1646.25 too .00 
------- -------------------------------- ----------------------------
EVENT TLM ARD 1I RTLS EVENT PREDICTION 
+ --GO ---.- 46--5 
MECO .00 525.55 
TMEO .0 .0 
VMEO 0. 25668, 
I ASr------r--OE-DIT-ME-C-O--
I TIME TO TURN .00 RMECO 
I PLT TURN .00 VMECO 
































PET 126,0 SELECTED SOURCETLM GMT L/ 45000.O I 
ACTUAL MODE I HYPOTHETICAL MODE 
THROTTLES T THROTTLES
 
COMMANDED .0 ABORT I
 
L C R SEL I 
ARD 1.00 1.00 1,00 1 HYPOTHETICAL .00 1.09 1.09 
VEL MARGINS I VEL MARGINS 
-R- G-I--N- N P-R-OP- XOM-S-----S UM I--R E-G-I-O N----MP-R OP--XO MS- SU- -I
NOM 535.29 '.00 .00 'I NOM -1625.73 . 00 
I ,..00¢ 
• - - 0-8 1- .0-2-20.-O8---i-R-T-LS-1--7-9-.7 6 . I 
AOA 535,09 .00 .00 1 AOA -979.74 .00 .00
 
I 
A1"---315 ,0-9- .- 0f---l £---I-A-T-O----1-277-. 4 7 -......... G 0-- .0 a
 
EVENT TLM ARD , RTLS EVENT PREDICTION 
T.GO- ..-- 3-9a...E.LOD----EC.-'
 
MECO .00 524.12 1 TIME TO TURN .00 RMECO .0
 
TM EO .0 .0 I PET TURN .00 VMECO .0
 
VMEO 0. 25668. I TIME END TURN .00 GMECO .0
 
PRPLT OMS RCS CURRENT WT I DELTHT PITCH .0 
LBS 17584. 3797. VEH150134Z.I 'MECO-IS .0
 
DELV 119. '&T ETP1206538.I PITCHDOWN Z .0.
 
&* FIGURE 1.3 CONTINUED
 












ACTUAL MODE I HYPOTHETICAL MODE
 
THROTTLES i, THROTTLES 
COMMANDED .0 ABORT I 
L C R SEL I 
ARD 1.00 1.00 1.00 1 HYPOTHETICAL .00 1.09 1.09 
VEL MARGINS I VEL MARGINS 
-E-GI-ON --M RR-OP--X---4OM-S --- SU I4-1--R-E-I 0 N .--- MS----SU 14.. ..MP R 0 P-XO 
NOM 534.39 .00 534.39 ' I NOM -571.86 .00 -571.86 
- 3 - 7065 .8,8R-TL.S----80 -7-2-.S-3- "8- 7,. I-.RTL,:qD6 8L 
I 
AOA 533.90 319.32 853.22 I AOA 5.07 .00 5.07
* I
 
A-TnL S 3 - ----4.5- 1 .---6-7-9.0O--- .[-A-T-0- -----2S--.2 8 ......- 00 .- 2.-28 2 --
EVENT TLM ARD I RTLS EVENT. PREDICTION 
-- T- L- L - - a ..... .1 E-  DISS 
MECO .00 524.09 I TIME TO TURN .00 RMECO .0 
TMEO .0 .0 1 PET TURN .00 VMIECO .0
 
VMEO 0. 25668. I TIME END TURN .00 GMECO .0
 
PRPLT OMS RCS CURRENT- WT I ',DELTHT PITCH '.0 
LBS 17584. 3797. VEH1234926.I :MECO-IS .0 . 







PET 247.0 SELECTED SOURCETLH GMT L/045000.0
I
 




COMMANDED .0 ABORT I
 
L C R SEL I.
 
L -TLM---O--- .00 i--,UO-----NO-1 .-...... -----..--- L --- C .-. R- --
ARD 1.00 1.00 1.00 . I HYPOTHETICAL .00 1.09 1.09 
VEL MARGINS 	 I VEL MARGINS
 
r-- R	EI.--0--ON PR-OP- -- XOM--SU14-I . RE GION 4-----PROP--XOMS---SUM' 
NOM 538.76 .00 538.76 1 NOM -290.12 ,00 -290.12 
I
 
RTL-S---L9-70.6 3-49.70.63--I-. 	 R-T-LS-4-2 30.78&----.---.--. 30..78 
AOA 538.94 319.32 658.26 1 AOA 265.11 .0O 265.11
 I
 
A.TO---5238.9 4-1-45..1i -- 684 .04-- I. AT- ---.-14 .97.......0 .-- 14.9.7-

EVENT TLM ARD I RTLS EVENT PREDICTION 
.[....T GO -O -2 77-.1- - l-- DE-LO--DI S . ....0- TME CO-- ----
MECO .00 52q.07 I TIME TO TURN .00 RMECO .0
 
PET TURN .00 VMECO .0
TMEO .0 .0 1 

VMEO U. 25668. I TIME END TURN .00 GMECO .0
 
Pf<PLT OMS RCS CURRENT WT I DE-L-TH- PI -T-CH----,0
 
LbS 17584. 3797. VEH1126500,I MECO-IS .0
 












PET 292.0 SELECTED SOuRCETLM I 
GMT L/045000.0 
ACTUAL MODE I HYPOTHETICAL MODE 
-----------------------------------------------------
THROTTLES I 
COMMANDED .0 ABORT I 
L C SEL ' I',L'
-L-M-.OO---0-4--o-,0O----NOH-I-
THROTTLESI . , 
L CC- R'' ' , 
ARD 1.00 1.00 1.00 I HYPOTHETICAL .00 1.09 1.09 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
VEL MARGINS I VEL MARGINS 





.00 544.11 1 NON -25.28 





,-1.1 -3 . .. ... "... . 
__, 
AOA 544.10 319.32 863.42 I AOA 515.531 
K.tO--S54-4.,.----1 t4.-LO-6 S 9.20__._ATCO-__3 4.* 3 211 
.00 515.53 
6+.&__ 5.1 ,2. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------­
.EVENT TLM ARD I RTLS EVENT PREDICTION 
TGG. 0-2-32..,2 - I --- VE LO-D I SS5 . . . O--.M E CO--- '. 
MECO .00 524.20 I TIME TO TURN .00 RMECO .0 
T14EO .0 .0 1 PET TURN .00 VMECO .0 







CURRENT WT I 
VEH 987096.1 
ETP, 692291.1 
DELTHT PITCH .0 
MECO-I S .0 
PITCHDOWN Z - .01. 
.. '.... ..... "i: 





PET 502.0 SELECTED SOURCETLM GMT L/O45000.0

I 
ACTUAL MODE I H.YPOTHETICAL MODE
 
THROTTLES I ' 'THROTTLES
 
COMMANDED .0 ABORT I
 
L C R SEL I 
T-L-M- 0 N0-----......' L-----R- " 




%-EG-N--MPRRP-- 0-M&-S UM1 I-REIIO N -MPR20P-XO MS- ,cU H ­
.NOM 539.15 .00 '539.15 1 NOM' ' 544.80 .00 ,544.80 
I
 
AOA 539.07 319,32 858.38 -I£ AOA 566.52 290.55 857.08
 
A-T- S-3 9 0&151.8 44 015-0-0 ".9.,64 
-- -T---------0--------------------------- -------------------
EVENT TLM ARD I RTLS EVENT PREDICTION 
-- 2-- - LO-IL--O- S-S- -- T-MC 0-r0 -
MECO .00 524.01 1 TIME TO TURN .00 RMECO .0 
PET TURN .00 VMECO .0
TMEO .0 .0 1 
.0
VMEO 0. 25668. 1 TIME END TURN .00 GMECO 

PRPLT OMS RCS CURRENT- WT i DELTHT PITCH .0 
LBS 17584. 3797. VEH 353723o1 .1 MECO-IS .0 
DELV 514. W ETP 58918.1 PITCHDONN Z .0 
89 FIGURE 1s3 CONTINUED 
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FIGURE 1,4: No-Wind OFT-1 Ascent - ARD Downrange Margin Histories
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P E";D0-T 	 ShEE'CTED-0uRC-E-TLM'GMT-L7 0 450007cr 
I 
ACTUAL MODE 	 I HYPOTHETICAL MODE 
--------------------------------rFROTTE: .. "IHR'T-----------------
COMMANDED .0 	 ABORT I 
L C R SEL I 
TLM .00 .00 .00 NOM I 	 L C R 
-AR D--=OD-.Or--1-.. . YP OTHET ICAL-----'; 0D0--r 09-1"T09 
VEt- NARGINS . ... , VEe MARGINS . 
REGION MPROP XOMS SUm I REGION MPROP XOMS SUM 
NOM 607.71 .00 .00 	 I NOM -2799.20 .00 .DOII 
RTLSZ4398.49 14398.49 	 I RTLS12203.08 12203.08 




ATO 607o75 00O .00 	 1 ATO -2486.53 .00 .00 
EVENT-, 1LM ARD .I" .... RTLS4,EVENT PREDICTION 
523,4 0ELOTGO .0 	 I DISS *. TMECO 00 
-
- '-2-33V I IMETO'TURN--.O0'RMECO--- i-
TMEO . .0 I PET TURN .00 VMECO .0 
VMEO 0. 25668, I TIME END TURN 0tO GMECO s0 
LI 	 R7EN 
LBS 17584a 3797. VEH4439486.1' MECO-IS .0
 
DELV 40. Z ETP1558093.I PITCHDOWN Z .0 
P--Z O-MThS-RCS---U VT-NiP'0 -ETHr-PT'CW 




ABORT REGION DETERMINATOR "
 
P E-V----8-'7 "SE'ECCTED-S0 iRCETL-M ....... GMT-L 04 5000 0-

I 
ACTUAL MODE I HYPOTHETICAL MODE
 
COMMANDED .0 ABORT I
 
L C R SEL I
 
TLM .00 ,or] .00 NOM I L C R
 
ARHU o ~ w~.r 1 Y T ECAL7 ;0091r709- ­
--- - w-- ------- -------------- ---

VEL: MARGINS . . ........VE L MARGIN S -..
. .... ....... 
REGION MPROP XOMS SUM I REGION MPROP XOMS SUM 
NOM 682.66 .00 682*66 I NOM -1734.70 .00-1734.70 
1. ._1 
RTLS14264o70 .14264-70 I RTLS11403.53 11403.53_
 
AOA 682.13 31933 1001.46 1 AOA -1056.31 .01-1056.30
 
ATO 682,o23 145,1C 827.23 1 ATO -1365.36 .00-1365.35 
' I,
EVENT'- TL M AR , , %-. .,RTLSY'EVENT,PREDICTION
 
TGO ;0 393.9 1 DELO DISS ,0 TMECO ,0
 
'MECO ;cO--z 2-062 t T IME-TO-TURN fO0 RME'CO ' u
 
TMEO *f- .0 I PET TURN .00 VMECO *a
 
VMEO 0. 25668. I TIME END TURN *O'O GMECO .0
 
PRP-1 t M - R-CS-CR RE-TT T DEL-h PTT-1IrC H .u 
LBS 17584o 3797. VEH1493108o.I MECO-IS .0 
DELV " 119. W ,EaETP'1198'303.I PITCHDOWN Z .0 















"- -- "' TROTT L S~~ 77-
COMMANDED ora ABORT I 
L C R SEL ' I 
TLM .00. On .Do NOM I L C R 
............. HWOTU- '-- r- T-- W
 
Fh I-- lO 109"0 -R I Y-hOTH ET IC AL T='9t 
......- VEt MARGINS , - --...- - - VEt KARGIN .S .
 
REGION MPROP XOMS SUM I REGION MPROP XOMS SUM
 
NOM 662.39 .00 662*39 I NOM -586..98 .00 -586.98
 
-I 
RTLS 8821.28 8821.28 1 RTLS 7'178.1-8 7178.18 _ ' _ 
AOA 661o62 319.33 980,95 I AOA 6.12 .01 6.13
 
I 
ATO 661.62 145.10 8'06.73 I AT-0 -262.60 600 -262.60
 
.7. EVENT'": TLM t ARD "f rts RTLS**EVENT *PREDICTION
I ...
 
TGO .0 322.0 1 DELO DISS .0 TMECO .0
 
ML ET- #00--Z- iT-I ME--T0-T U RNZ-- ­Y O-"RM E CO 

TMEO .0 0 I. PET TURN .00 VMECO .0
 
VMEO 0. 25668. I TINE END TURN .00 GMECO .0
 
- PcLT4----S------RC---wRUENT T----,, EL-T-P FI u 
LBS 17584o 3797. VEH1270061.I MECO-I S .0
 




*1 .. .. . . I. .. . .....  . .. . . . 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------
ABORT REGION DETERMINATOR 
P ETI Z25--T-0 SXCEhVEOR C'EThW ..... GM T-Lh104 500 07 -_________ 
I 
ACTUAL MODE I HYPOTHETICAL MODE 
IFRTT-C-s . -'"T-t THR LE.TU 7S : . 
COMMANDED oO ABORT I 
L C R SEL I 
TLM .00 .00 .00 NOM I L C R 
A~~~~~~~~~~~ RU- THl0Hmtit Ltt VI7 9MT0 r
 
I . . V E L MA R G I N S . 11."'1 . ..--  .V E L MA R G I N .&I -.. ". .
.- . .
 
REGION MPROP XOMS SUM I REGION MPROP' XOMS SUM
 




RTLS 6756.43 6756.43 I RTLS 5368.36. 5368.36 
ACA 658o45 319.33 977.78 1 AOA 243.97 .01 243.98 
ATO 658o45 145.10 803.56 I 
I 
ATO. -14.15 .00 -14,15 
EVENT'" TLM ' ARD .... .I . RTtSEVENT PREDICT-ION 
TGO oO 297.8 I DELO DISS .0 TMECO ,0'
-HEr' *---00--522;&T "0-TME--T O-TU 2 N ---- , l "R M E C 070 
THEO .O .0 I PET TURN .00 VMECO .0
 
VMEO 0. 25668. I TIME END TURN .00 GMECO .0
 
TFP-T--- ---- I UL -T--ITC r--WSRCS-CR WENT I 
LBS 17584. 3797. VEH1194T33.I MECO-IS .0
 







ABORT REGION DETERMINATOR 
-'-T- SEF'ECT E D-'S 00 RC7E-T L MG T -17045000"U; 
I
 
ACTUAL MODE I HYPOTHETICAL MODE
 
TRR OTTLCEr-h --Ira? TR0 TT-E=S- ".... 
COMMANDED .0 ABORT I 
L C R SEL I 
TLM .00 .00 .00 NOM I L C R 
A R- 0 --- 0r0 -'-YP-O THET I C l O0---l .'09 --I-'TuT
 
-..1- VEL KtARGINS........ ......
VEL" MARGINS ,I--
REGION MPROP XOMS SUM I REGION MPROP XOMS SUM 
.00 128.92
NOM 653.76 .00 653.76 I NOM 128,92 

RTLS 803,32 803.32 I RTLS 19.7.1 19.71
 
AOA 653,76 319.33 973.09 I AOA 656.43 .01 656.44
 
ATO 653.76 145.10 798,86 I ATO 167.26 120;27 287.54
 
' -TLM ARD ,. sI" . RTLStEVENT' PREDICTION .EVENT- .
 
TGO .0 '237.9 I DELO DISS .0 TMECO .O
 
MFECO uu 2- M--E 07T TU R N--0-R ME'CO 
TMEO .0 .o I PET TURN .00 VMECO .0
 
VMEO 0. 25668. I TIME END TURN .00 GMECO .0
 
PRPLI 0S- -C-R ET--TTi DEL-TRF-FI-TC--T u
 
LBS 17584. 3797. VEH1008860.I MECO-I'S .0
 
DELV 177. ETP 714055.1 PITCHDOWN Z .0
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FIGURE 2.1: Mean-Wind OFTI MC - Downrange Margin Histories 
for SSME-Partial-Loss-of-Thrust Failure 
--
__ 
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ABORT REGION DETERMINATOR 
PET 74.0 SELECTED SOURCETLM GMT L/04cG500.

I. 
ACTUAL 	MODE I HYPOTHETICAL MODE 
COMMANDEG THROTTLES2 	 I. THROTTLES"'S 	 . AE'O RT . 
L M,.....L0r--- C . UF. --- ,, q---N4'- . .	 L ..... CR SEL I C R 
ARD 	 .76 1.J0 I .00 1 HYPOTHETICAL .C0 i.C9 1,9 
VEL MARGINS I VEL MARGINS
 
-EGI 0 N--- PR-0p-X.GS-------S41S----I---E- -4 -R-O X-M
 
I 
NOM 136.32 .CC ,C) I NOM -22!6.1-8 ,CO 410[I
L 	 RTL-S149-51-.27 4S% 4 TroT.ifl .2-- 3,
 
ACA i35.95 o,, .00 1 AOA -16131.78 G 9 .00C
 
-A EVENT TLV ARD I PTLS EVENT PREDICTION 
MECO .v. 562.53 I TItE TO TURN flu RMECO C0 
TME0 0f' ., 1 PLT TURN ,CO VMECO .0 
VMEO 0. 25668. I TIME END TURN ,OU GMECO .0 
PRPLT 	 OMS PCS CURRENT IT I DELTHT PITCH .;i 
LbS 17594. 3797. VEH2727..,5. I mECO-I S .0 
DELV 65. Z-= ETP13b9121.1 PITCHDOWN Z .j 
.F
 
.	 FIGURE 2.3: ARD Digital Displays for OFT-i MC with SSME Partial. Loss of Thrust
 
, , , , , , , , . . . ... 	 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .. . ,.4
 




PET 285.0 SELECTED SOURCETLM GMT L/O4Er?0.0I T 
ACTUAL MODE I HYPOTHETICAL MODE 
THROTTLES PTHOTTLES
 
COMMANDED .Z APOPT 

L C SEL I 
ARD .76 1.00 1.UO I HYPOTHETICAL .20 1.C9 1.09 
VEL MARGINS I " VEL MAR G .IIN ..
 
RE &I-ON------t IPR-0 P----X4- S--UM----1-R-E-C-I-ON---.4. OPp '(SW si M0 ' 
I
 
NOM 165.25 Xfl 5.25 I NOM -sq2,Tl .00 -52,.71 
II
 




TI, T -. ,rQ 11 "7 '71 .-'Z1 
-
t1 
EVENT TLM AR D I 'RILS EVENT PREDICTION 
MECO ru 56i.58 I TIME TO TURN o00 RMECO .0 
TMEO .u I PET TURN .2G VMECO .0 
VMEO 0. 25L68. I TIME END TURN .Od GMECO .0 
PL5T )MS PCS CURPENT WT I DrLTHT PITCH .Q 
LBS 17584. 3797. vLH io r234F I 0wEC-IS ,.
 
DLLV 1L9. 'IS TP 765429. I PITCHOOWN .0
 




AisOtT REGIOJ DETERMINATOR 
PET 3119.0 SELECTED SOURCETLM GMT L/045000.0I 
ACTUAL MODE I HYPOTHETICAL MODE 
THROTTLES 1' THROTTLES 
COMMANDED ,r ABORT I 
L C R SEL I 
ARD .76 I. :(.1 ' I HYPOTHETICAL *LC 1.C9 1.09
 
VFL MARGINS I VEL MARGINS 
1 NOM -19.91 -419.91
NOM 164.14 .D10 164.14 

I 
AOA 114.9C 319.Z2 464.22 I AOA 114.54 .C 114.54
 
EVENT TLM ARD I . RTLS EVENT PREDICTION 
.A, ...,,,.... ..Dt.I GC. 
MECO .:O lbI.71 I TiME TO TURN Co RM.ECO 0 
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-FIGURE (6.4): ARD'Sensitivity To Worst-Case Special MPS Processor Errors
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